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ABSTRACT

During the operation of Pressurized Water Reactors (PWR), specifically under power transients, the fuel pellet 
experiences many phenomena, such as swelling and thermal expansion. These dimensional changes in the fuel 
pellet can enable occurrence of contact it and the cladding along the fuel rod. Thus, pellet cladding mechanical 
interaction (PCMI), due this contact, induces stress increase at the contact points during a period, until the 
accommodation of the cladding to the stress increases. This accommodation occurs by means of the cladding 
strain, which can produce failure, if the fuel rod deformation is permanent or the burst limit of the cladding is 
reached. Therefore, the mechanical behavior of the cladding during the occurrence of PCMI under power 
transients shall be investigated during the fuel rod design. Considering the Accident Tolerant Fuel program 
which aims to develop new materials to be used as cladding in PWR, one important design condition to be 
evaluated is the cladding behavior under PCMI. The purpose of this paper is to analyze the effects of the PCMI 
on a typical PWR fuel rod geometry with stainless steel cladding under normal power transients using 
computational simulation (ANSYS code). The PCMI was analyzed considering four geometric situations at the 
region of interaction between pellet and cladding. The first case, called “perfect fuel model” was used as 
reference for comparison. In the second case, it was considered the occurrence of a pellet crack with the loss of 
a chip. The goal for the next two cases was that a pellet chip was positioned into the gap of pellet-cladding, in 
the situations described in the first two cases.

INTRODUCTION

During startups or other types of power ramp in a reactor core, the fuel pellet expands toward 
the fuel cladding at some locations along the fuel rod, as a consequence the stress increase for 
a short period until the cladding adjusts to these increased stresses [1]. Stainless steel 
cladding has shown a substantial margin to failure if these stresses are relatively uniform. 
However, small imperfections in the pellet have the potential for causing higher than normal 
local stresses that may reduce this margin.

The consequences of hard contact between the fuel pellet and the cladding are not necessarily 
unacceptable; however, it can lead to excessive deformation or cracking of the cladding. In 
the most straightforward analysis, the contact pressure between the pellet and the cladding
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increases the cladding radial and hoop stresses, just as if the rod internal pressure had been 
increased [2].

In the case of a power increase, the thermal expansion of the pellet results in an increase in 
pellet diameter accompanied by pellet crack opening. Moreover, at high power, gaseous 
fission products are created and stored in the fuel, causing an additional pellet diameter 
increase. If the gap is already closed, this causes enhanced stresses in the cladding that might 
lead to cladding failure. [3][4]

The design of fuel rods shall consider all the effects above described in order to assure the 
maintenance of the fuel rod integrity under irradiation. In this sense, one important 
phenomenon to be studied is the occurrence of PCMI. Considering the efforts after the 
Fukushima Daiichi accident to develop new materials to be applied as cladding in the 
framework of the ATF program, the study of these materials behavior, including PCMI, 
under irradiation shall be performed. Among the potential candidates to be applied as 
cladding, the iron-based alloys, including stainless steel are very promise.

In this paper, a FEA (Finite Element Analysis) model using ANSYS code [5] to describe 
PCMI in a fuel rod using stainless steel as cladding in four situations have been investigated: 
the perfect fuel model (pellet and cladding perfects); a pellet crack with loss of a fragment 
(missing chip); and a chip fragment between the pellet and the cladding under normal 
operation and power ramp conditions.

PCMI ANALYSIS

In order to carry out PCMI analysis, first, heat transfer analysis, using ANSYS program, is 
performed to determine the temperature distribution in the pellet and the cladding. These 
nodal temperatures are imported into the structural analysis to calculate thermal stress. In this 
way, the thermal effect is considered in association with pressure loadings. Figure 1 outlines 
the flow diagram of heat transfer and structural analysis.
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Figure 1: Flow chart of heat transfer and structural analysis
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2.1. Finite Element Models

Four models using FEA were developed for this study: the perfect fuel model (pellet and 
cladding perfects); pellet crack with loss of a fragment (missing chip); pellet with a chip into 
the gap; pellet with a missing chip and the chip into the gap, as seen in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Studied models and meshes: (1) Perfect pellet-cladding, (2) Pellet with missing 
chip, (4) Pellet with missing chip and chip into the gap

The space between the pellet chamfer and the cladding is assumed to be filled with helium 
gas so that the helium gas conductivity is considered in the heat transfer analysis. However, 
in the structural analysis, the helium gas effect is neglected.

2.2. Material Properties

The material properties of UO2 pellet, stainless steel cladding, and helium gas used in this 
analysis were taken from established properties for these materials [6]. Material properties 
such as elastic modulus, thermal expansion, and thermal conductivity as function of 
temperature were implemented in the FEA model. At the gap between pellet and cladding, the 
heat transfer is provided by both conduction and convection mechanism.

2.3. Loading Conditions

The first simulation was carried out considering the fuel model with perfect pellet. This 
pellet-cladding model was submitted to a thermal stress transient by means of a power ramp 
as illustrated in Figure 3. The results were evaluated to define the pellet and cladding radial 
region which experienced the higher deformation tending to decrease or close the gap.
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Figure 3: Illustration of the power profile used to perform the simulations

After that first simulation considering the perfect fuel model, three other simulations were 
performed using the same power profile described in Figure 3. In these other three 
simulations the following hypotheses were evaluated: a) a pellet containing a missing chip; b) 
a pellet with a chip between the pellet and the cladding; c) both a) and b) cases in association,
i.e., a pellet containing a missing chip and a fragment in the gap.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In each simulation model, a different temperature profile was obtained in the cladding. These 
temperature patterns are presented in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Temperature profiles at maximum power: 1. Perfect fuel model, 2. Pellet with 
a missing chip, 3. Pellet with a chip into the gap, 4. Pellet with a missing chip and the 

chip into the gap.

According to Lee et al [1], the missing pellet surface tends to cause temperature increase 
around the cladding region adjacent to the edge of the missing chip. Pellet cracking (under 
normal operation) has little influence on temperature distribution excepting for the cladding 
surface in the front of crack line. The cracks in the pellet, therefore, can be ignored 
concerning to changes in the heat transfer. The cladding temperature adjacent to the missing 
surface decreases due to the deterioration of the heat transfer as a consequence of the helium 
gas be replacing the missing chip. However, the pellet missing chip tends to cause 
temperature increase in the cladding region adjacent to the edge of the missing pellet surface.

During the structural analysis of the perfect pellet model is possible to determinate the 
position with the largest radial deformation that tends to close the pellet-cladding gap, that is
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located at right below the chamfer in the pellet. In the missing chip analysis, the largest radial 
deformation was verified exactly in the position where the chip was fragmented. In the other 
two cases, that has chip into the gap, the largest deformation is observed where the gap was 
close due to the presence of a chip there.

After the determination of the position with larger radial deformations, the pellet and 
cladding deformation were evaluated and compared to determine if the PCMI was significant. 
Figure 5 shows the deformation in the path with the most radial deformity in the four 
situations that were proposed. In Figure 5, the pellet and the cladding deformation were 
considered. The gap variation is showed in Table 1.

Figure 5: Comparison of the radial pellet deformation for the studied models at 
maximum power

Similar procedures were performed to determine the most local and radial path with the 
largest stress. The tested stress used was Von-Mises, i.e., the equivalent stress. Figure 6 
compares the equivalent stress for the four studied models and demonstrate the pellet and 
cladding stress for each one.

Table 1: Deformation on pellet surface, on cladding inside surface and the gap of 
pellet-clading at most deformable radial path analyzed.

Studied Model Pellet surface 
deformation 

(pm)

Cladding inside 
surface

deformation (pm)

Gap (pm)

Perfect fuel model 16.52 16.50 59.98
Missing chip 16.19 16.18 59.99
Chip in the gap 16.78 16.86 0.07
Missing chip and chip into the gap 16.99 16.95 -
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Figure 6: Comparison of the radial stress for the studied models at maximum power

CONCLUSIONS

The allocated fragment in the gap produces higher temperatures in the cladding and local
stress. But the contact pressure between the relocated pellet fragment and the cladding is low, 
and, in general, as the cladding creeps down, the pellet fragments will be compressed, closing 
some of the initial cracking. Parts of these cracks may eventually heal as result of the high 
temperatures near the center line of the pellet. The stresses in the cladding are below the 
cladding strength criteria, and as a consequence an excellent performance during power ramp 
irradiation is expected, similarly to the results presented in the literature [6].

In the thermal analysis, small temperature variations were observed for the studied models , 
meaning that thermal contact induced by a chip in the gap - that result in larger temperature 
change - is not a relevant factor to produce failures due to PCMI.

The chip gap allocation resulted in stress concentration points that lead to larger plasticity for 
the stainless steel, but that was not enough to cause cladding failure. However, the stress 
could lead to corrosion that can cause cladding failure, such as for zircaloy coating [2].
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